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It’s difficult to pin down a single factor that separates the 
effective research teams from their ineffective counterparts. 
This isn’t for one particular reason or another – it’s just that 
there’s a lot that goes into what makes a highly functional, 
effective research team. 

This is as true in small companies with 1-2 
researchers as it is in organizations with 100 
researchers and multi-disciplinary research teams.

But there is one thing that all researchers and 
research teams can do now to improve their 
effectiveness, and it’s not a difficult action or even 
an expensive one. It’s laying the foundation for 
streamlined research operations (ResearchOps) by 
getting everyone involved in research using the 
same powerful, collaborative research tools and 
knowing how to access the insights generated by 
these tools.

Using research tools that support both how your 
team works and the work that you do, and will 
continue to support you indefinitely, is the best 
way to create an effective research team – and to 
deliver the research outcomes expected of you.
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Who owns research in your 

organization?

Let’s step out of our shoes for a moment and into 
the shoes of Chelsea, a Senior UX researcher at 
fictional bank Piggy Bank, one of the largest 
banking organizations in the United Kingdom. 
Chelsea is one of 17 researchers operating out of 
Piggy Bank’s London office and works on a variety 
of projects with the different departments within 
the bank. Because of the organic way in which 
Chelsea’s team grew at the bank, everyone is 
using different tools as well as different ways of 
storing their research insights. 

Just recently, Chelsea’s colleague Jude left Piggy 
Bank. He didn’t leave any sort of documentation, 
and he also canceled his subscriptions to the tools 
he was using without leaving the login details. This 
is about to cause serious problems for Chelsea 
and her team. In 6 months’ time, they’re going to 
start a research project that Jude already invested 
a significant amount of time into – and they won’t 
be able to access the insights that he uncovered.

So how could this have been avoided?

"It’s best to keep your research data  
in one location"
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"You want research to be  
owned by the organization – not the 

individual."
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It starts by getting everyone using the same set of 
tools and using those tools in the same way. This 
means standardized processes for setting up and 
running research projects and then storing the 
insights gathered from those projects after the 
fact. Basically, avoiding silos. It’s best to keep your 
research data in one location.

In the end, it all comes down to ownership. You 
want research to be owned by the organization – 
not the individual.

A popular saying at Optimal Workshop is “everyone’s a researcher” – we encourage everyone 
here to pick up our tools and run their own research projects. This is more fuel on the fire of why 
research should be owned by the organization. When ownership sits at this level, there’s an 
opportunity for other teams and disciplines to get involved and carry out research of their own, 
whether it’s design, sales or even marketing. 



Don’t get distracted by  

the new and shiny 

Whenever we need to answer a research question 
here at Optimal Workshop, we first look at the 
research we’ve run in the past. There’s a simple 
reason for this. We’ve been around for over 10 
years, and in that time we’ve done a lot of 
research. Chances are, if we need to answer a 
question or do some discovery work, there’ll be 
some past research that will be able to provide 
some useful context.

When it comes time to start a new body of 
research, always look at the tests you’ve run in the 
past – it’s as important for saving time as it is for 
consistency.

This is where it’s again useful to have everyone 
using the same tools and keeping insights on the 
same platform. By using this unified approach, all 
of your organization’s past research will only be a 
couple of clicks or a search term away – instead of 
nested in layers of folders on a shared network 
drive that maybe you don’t have access to.

A single set of tools is also important for 
consistency. You want every study you send out to 
have the same brand colors and aligned 
messaging (intro and outro messages/pre- and 
post-study questions). What’s the fastest way to 
ensure all of these elements are aligned? 
Duplicating a past study and building your new 
one from there.

"A single set of tools is also important for 
consistency."
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Research:

Better with friends

User research is one of those activities that can 
certainly be performed alone effectively (and it 
often is in smaller organizations), but it’s a much 
more productive operation when you’ve got 
others to help. Having the tools to support a team-
based workflow makes this even better.

We shouldn’t really need to explain why it’s better 
to operate a user research function alongside 
other researchers, but we can outline how having 
the right set of tools in place can support better 
team-based research.

Here are just a few of the ways powerful tools 
can support research teams:

• Seamless collaboration – Design tests to-
gether and test them internally before send-
ing them out to your users. The right tools can 
foster seamless collaboration, even across 
different time zones.

• Peer review – Create a study and have your 
colleague edit it. There’s nothing like having 
another set of eyes to scan through your 
research questions and messaging to make 
sure there are no errors.

• Centralized researched – All of your tests/
studies are kept in one, always available 
online location. An online research platform 
means it’s easy for researchers to hop in and 
make changes wherever they are.
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Free your qualitative 

research from mountains  

of admin

We’ve talked generally about “online research 
tools” throughout this guide, now it’s time to get a 
little more specific. Let’s talk about the benefits of 
online qualitative research tools. Unlike their 
quantitative counterparts, qualitative research 
tools are designed to assist you with testing types 
including user interviews, contextual inquiries and 
usability tests. 

The right qualitative research tool has the potential 
to be an all-powerful research assistant for you 

and your team. You can create sessions for your 
different tests and then take notes during the 
session (or have someone else do it for you). Then, 
after your test is finished, you can sit down with 
your team and come up with tags for the different 
observations you’ve made. For example, you 
might tag a note with “user_frustrated” or 
“positive”. This makes it easy to analyze and 
review the observations from all of your different 
testing sessions later on.

"The right qualitative research tool 
has the potential to be an all-powerful 

research assistant for you and your 
team."
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Online qualitative research tools can also be used to get stakeholder buy-in for your research. As we 
touched on above, you can bring a stakeholder along to take notes using the tool, allowing them to get 
some insight into the work you do. Bringing them along to an analysis session means they’ll get an 
appreciation for the value your work provides too. Remember: socializing research is one of the best ways 
to get people to understand why it’s important.

"Socializing research is one of the best 
ways to get people to understand why it’s 

important."
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Wrap Up
One of the most important decisions you can make as a researcher – especially when setting up 
a strong research practice in your organization – is getting your team using the same set of 
research tools. Whether this means a single, unified platform or a stack made up of several 
different tools, the end goal is the same: Knowing where all of your research is stored, including 
the actual studies and past findings.

If you want to create an effective research team, get in touch with the team at Optimal Workshop 
to learn about our powerful suite of research tools, designed specifically for teams big and small.



Get the right tools you need to build 
a successful research practice.

Try Optimal Workshop for free

www.optimalworkshop.com

https://www.optimalworkshop.com/pricing/?utm_source=pdf_download&utm_medium=e-books&utm_campaign=all&utm_content=try optimal workshop for free
https://www.optimalworkshop.com/?utm_source=pdf_download&utm_medium=guide&utm_campaign=ux_to_win&utm_content=button

